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Suitcase.org.uk Issues Advice for Stranded Travellers

The online luggage providers at Suitcase.org.uk have responded to news of additional
cancelled flights at Heathrow with advice for those facing delays at the airport.

(PRWEB UK) 22 January 2013 -- It has been reported that more than 200 flights from the London airport have
been cancelled following accumulating snow and poor visibility during certain periods of the day. Of the
cancellations, a large proportion were with British Airways with other airlines including Air France and Aer
Lingus. Delays and cancellations have forced many travellers to sleep in the airport overnight.

The team at Suitcase.org.uk provide high quality laptop bags, suitcases and brand name luggage online and this
recent story naturally caught their attention. A representative from the firm has shared their thoughts on the
matter.

“We’ve been hearing stories and seeing images of people stranded at the airport for hours on end, with some
even having to sleep on the floor. Those with flights scheduled from Heathrow in the next couple of weeks
would be well advised to prepare fully. We provide a great choice of sturdy and high quality cases and we
would recommend people consider filling these with pillows and things to keep them occupied in the event of
long delays.

"Those travelling with children should pack activities or colouring books and make sure any extra medication
that may be needed is of easy access.”

The team at Suitcase.org.uk are dedicated to researching the latest industry updates and developments.

Suitcase.org.uk is a lead supplier in brand names such as Samsonite and Antler as well as cost effective luggage
solutions. Established to cater for a nationwide market the company takes pride in making airport luggage and
everyday necessities such as laptop cases, handbags and holdalls accessible to all at competitive prices. The
online store offers safe and secure payment via facilities like Sage and Paypal.

http://www.prweb.com
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-england-london-21095656
http://www.suitcase.org.uk/brands
http://www.suitcase.org.uk/
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Contact Information
Jenny Wadlow
Suitcase.org.uk
http://www.suitcase.org.uk/
07973158512

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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